TECHNICAL CONSULTANT: ECM Banking Software

Canoo Engineering is part of the IMTF group, a global leader in software and IT services for banks and financial institutions, offering a comprehensive portfolio of solutions for Secure Document Management, Anti Financial Crime, Compliance and Information Protection. We are a Swiss company providing products and services globally through a network of subsidiaries in Europe, Middle East and Asia with an expertise gained from more than 25 years and a clear focus on the Financial Services industry.

Based in Givisiez (next to Fribourg), you will be responsible for designing, implementing and supporting solutions which address and resolve our customer’s business issues. The successful candidate will be able to demonstrate a consultative pre-sales approach in addition to having excellent ‘hands-on’ technical skills and a ‘can-do’ attitude which inspires confidence in our customers and enables integration of our solutions in complex international and national environments.

Your Key tasks:

- Responsible for the application integration of our Content Management / Information Protection solutions
- Technical requirements analysis, scoping and implementation architecture design; determine the impact and estimate effort for customer specific customizations
- As part of the project team - single point of contact for all technical questions
- Provide technical expertise to project team (on databases, network, Java environment and web technologies) and to the customer during client sessions
- Deliver written responses to technical questions and RFPs/RFIs
- Complete follow-up and successful resolution of project and post-implementation technical issues
- Strongly collaborate with Project Managers and team to develop realistic implementation plans and actively contribute to the successful project delivery

Your profile:

- Diploma in Information Technology, Computer Sciences or equivalent experience / education
- 3 years + experience in integration / implementation role or Systems Engineering
- Strong ability to present and articulate the business value and relevant function of the solution set to business users and technical subject matter experts
- Mandatory knowledge of Operating Systems (UNIX, Linux, Windows)
- Solid DB know-how, preferred Oracle 10g/11g, MS-SQL
- Knowledge in TCP/IP, SQL, AD, LDAP, Scripting
- Knowledge of ECM and Document processes in retail and private banking is an advantage
- Excellent communication and presentation skills (customer, technical workshop)
- High self-motivation, initiative, interpersonal and problem-solving skills, able to cope with tight deadlines and set priorities
- Native or fluent in German, French & English
- Willing to travel as the role requires frequent travels to client site

Our offer:

- Expand your horizons by working with international customers on various challenging projects and markets
- Be a part of a great multi-cultural team, enjoy flat hierarchy and possibility for active contribution and co-design
- Performance-based compensation package.

Contact:

To know more about IMTF or Canoo, please visit www.canoo.com or www.imtf.ch

We are looking forward to receive your full application at: human.resources@imtf.ch

Mrs. Esther Nicolet, HR-Responsible is eager to answer your questions.

INFORMATIQUE-MTF SA, Rte du Bleuet 1, 1762 Givisiez, Switzerland.
TEL: +41(0)26 460 66 82